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The Saracens cannot bind him, and he sets out to seek his father.
At the end of his first month Porphyries was singing in the streets
of the capital:
O I have loved a maiden free, 1 love the king's dear daughter—
which caused considerable annoyance at Constantinople (or Nicaea
according to another version): this affair probably had nothing to
do with Digenis, whose youthful feats are copied by the epic poet
from Gesenius's De Regitm.
His suit to Eudoxia was opposed, according to the epos, by her
family. A ballad (Politis 74) tells how Mikrokonstantinos sent
Chiliopappos, Phocas^ Xikephoros and Petrotrachelos (or Tro-
mantacheilos) as his go-betweens, only to be rebuffed by Liogen-
nete's mother. He penetrates to her chamber in woman's clothes*
like Hagbard, and the episode ends in a double tragedy. In the
epos, the family gave chase, and were taught by hard blows to
recognize in Digenis a worthy son-in-law. In the epos, Philo-
pappos makes determined efforts to steal Eudoxia, both by Ms own
might and by invoking the aid of the Amazon Maximo. In the
ballad the hero speaks in person (Politis 75):
Now as I drank and banqueted beside my marble tables^
my coal-black steed began to neigh and sword in scabbard rattled,
'twas then my heart bestirred itself to court my true beloved,
The thought was well timed, because only the swiftness of his grey
mare enabled the hero to reach her before she married another
husband. Some versions call the hero lannakis, and this ballad is
one of the Moringer cycle, like the Serbian Marko frees his Beloved
and other ballads in Serbian, Bulgarian, and Rumanian. In Syro-
poulos or SkUropoulos (Kyriakides) we encounter a youth who sets
out to steal his uncle Kostantas's bride. He persists despite the evil
omens; putting his uncle out of action, he seizes the lady and flees.
Kostantas picks his swiftest horse, obtains news from a shepherd,
cuts his way through an army on the frontier, and cuts off the
ravisher's head. This would appear to represent the genuine
Akritic tradition. The victim was probably lannakis, A somewhat
similar pursuit is related in the ballad of Amouris or Amouropoulos
(Kyriakides). The young Amouropoulos begs his mother to allow
him to pursue the Saracens. She agrees, if he can wield his father's
arms. He is able to do so, and hurries to the Euphrates. Arrived

